Networks of networks paradigm was introduced to explore the rendezvous problems of leader-follower multi-agent system, where the rendezvous actors were categorized into the target object, the leader agents, the informed follower agents and the isolated follower agents, respectively. Then, three humanized system inspired strategies were investigated. Results demonstrated that, the democracy strategy could fulfill the rendezvous task in expenses with a long convergent time and the autarchy democracy could come to the targeted object quickly with the risk of failing in rendezvous, while the mixed strategy cared about both of the convergent speed and the utmost task, would take autarchy strategy when the connections were available for the follower agents, while the democracy rules had to be used if the connections were not possible.
Introduction
In recent years, the distributed control of multi-agent network has been paid more attentions from different disciplines. For instance, Ref. 1 analyzed the issue of how the ratio of leaders to followers affects connectivity. Ref. 2 discussed the consensus problems in undirected networks of agents with fixed topology and switching topology. In Ref. 3 , the direct control laws were used in a heterogeneous network. Ref. 4 provided sufficient conditions for rendezvous in first order leader-follower network; Ref. 5 studied the distributed tracking control of the leader-follower directed network with noisy measurement. Ref. 6 investigated the consensus problems in leader-follower network with fixed topology and switching topology.
Although the consensus research of multi-agent networks and leader-follower multi-agent networks provided valuable results, there still have been some obvious limitations. For instance, the realization mechanism of the swarm has been considered rarely.
But in actual society, the swarm members can interact with each other in various styles, for example, the followers may be kept in the group or be left alone according to the different utmost objectives; and as the same way, the leaders may also play with the followers in the unselfish ways or in the selfish ways, that can be boiled down to the costs and the capabilities of the leaders. Lately, the networks of networks, like Ref. 7 which paid much more attention to the coupling among the networks, was much more powerful in modeling the real world systems, where interdependence of networks and the effect of this interdependence on the structural and functional behavior of the coupled system were considered into detail. So, it is necessary to be clarified that whether the networks of networks form mechanism can be verified feasible or not in leader-follower multiagent systems. The already existing results including the different layers built according to the different relationship among agents, for example, one layer can be used to express the relationship from the spatial location of the agents, that is, if they are near each other enough in spatial physical distance, they can have connections with each other; and the another layer can be assigned to express their social relationships, such as friendships, and classmates, that is if they are friends or have been classmates before, they can be categorized into one layer, and the connection strength can be determined with their intimateness. The style we deal with networks of networks here can enrich the results of networks of networks and it can be referred further. In this paper, the three strategies namely the democracy strategy, the autarchy strategy and the mixed strategy would be used in rendezvous problem of leader-follower network. Specific to leader-follower multi-agent network, the democracy strategy means that the motion of agent is affected by the other ones located within the sensing zone of the agent. And the autarchy strategy is such a strategy, in which the motion of leader is not affected by any agents, while follower only gets the influence of the initial nearest leader within its sensing zone. The mixed strategy is composed of the autarchy one and the democracy one. In the mixed strategy, all the leaders and some followers which are affected by leader initially take the autarchy strategy, while the other followers which are called isolated followers take the democracy strategy.
Here, we must note that in case of brevity and the limited space of the paper, only the democracy strategy is covered.
Preliminaries
Consider N agents evolving in R 2 . We use single integrator agents whose motions obey the model:
Where the subscript denotes the order number of the agents in the corresponding layer, whereas the superscript denotes the order number of the layer that agents belong to. So, here in (1), N and M denote the biggest order number of intra-layer and inter-layer. And the rest can be done in the same manner. In case of convenience, the node order number and its corresponding expression in networks of networks style is listed in Table 1 .
Table1. The node order number and its corresponding expression in networks of networks style.
Let g={V, E} describe the group topology, that consists of a set of vertices, V={1,...,N}, representing the team members, and a set of edges, E={(i, j)∈V×V｜ i∈N} representing the active inter-agent communication links. If g is an undirected graph, there is a line between node i and j, representing the impact between them is mutual. If g is a directed graph, the line (i, j) is directed, which consists of starting point i and finishing point j, representing node i makes an impact on node j.
According to the different functions of the agents in leader-follower network, the agents can be divided into two categories, i.e. leaders and followers. The leaders were capable of knowing the details of the global task that is to come to a given target, while the followers just need to keep in touch with leaders to reach the target. The agents belong either to the subset of leaders, N l , or to the subset of followers, N f , where N l ∪N f =N, N l ∩N f =φ and the number of agents in each set is given by |N l |=N l and |N f |=N f respectively. Due to limited sensing capability of the sensors, each agent has a limited sensing zone of radius Δ＞0. At any given time, the set of agents located within the sensing zone of agent i∈N are referred to as the neighbours of agent i, N i ={j∈N: |x i -x j |≤Δ}. Each agent has knowledge of the relative coordinates to its neighbouring agents, but cannot detect or communicate with agents outside its sensing zone. Note that both g and N i are time-varying. The difference between leaders and followers is that leaders are aware of the location of the target and can control group but the followers cannot.
We start by introducing a notation for the distance between two arbitrary agents i and j. Let ( )
Since we are considering a physical system we can assume that x k (t) is a continuous function for any agent 
To describe the relationship between leaders and target, the target attraction function is defined as In the following analysis, the leader-follower multi-agent network that consists of four leaders and five followers is illustrated. The agents are tagged with numbers, starting at 1 at first, followed with 2, 3 and the other numbers, where agents from 1 to 5 belong to follower agents, whereas 6 to 9 belong to leader agents and node 10 is the target. Without loss of generality, we assume that the target is the origin of coordinates and f(δ j )= βδ j , β=0.5. The initial configuration of each agent can be seen in Tab.2. Table 2 . Initial values of the simulation work.
Results and Analysis
In the democracy strategy, the motion of agent is affected by the other ones located within the sensing zone of the agent. If agent i has an impact on j, agent i is also affected by j. In other words, interactions among each agent are undirected. The topology of group is thus described by undirected graph g1={V1, E1}. The dynamics for an arbitrary follower agent i are given by x , which is in the l th layer of the networks. We can conclude that the motions of followers are decided by their neighbors. Considering the situation of two dimensions, the dynamics can be looked as the resultant vectors of themselves and their neighbors, where the directions of all the agents are the same corresponding to the resultant vectors, and the speeds of the swarm motion members can also be decided by the norm of the resultant vectors. For an arbitrary leader agent j∈N l , the dynamics are described by 
is the leaders' feature. The simulation results in the democracy strategy can be seen in Fig.1 .In the process of simulation, the distances between the agents from the leader group and the follower group and the target agent are used to measure the rendezvous time indirectly, where all the distances are turned into be zero is regarded as the network rendezvous. It is not difficult to recognize that during the democracy strategy, the information flow among the different layers is fully utilized, and the enjoyment of the overall information via the shared cooperation realized win-win policy of the agents. That kinds of profit can only be available depend on the interdependency among the networks of networks. In order to elucidate the democracy in the ways of networks of networks further, the paradigm for democracy of networks of networks is illustrated as Figure 2 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, according to the paradigm of networks of networks we turned the leader-follower agent systems into four different layers, and each of these layers can be equivalent to one sub-network, the connections among them can be viewed as the interdependency of the networks of networks, and we have examined and discussed the convergent characteristics of the democracy strategy. The simulation of leader-follower multi-agent network which consisted of four leaders and five followers demonstrated the potential usage of our suggested scheme.
